
shower tray
collection



For over 20 years KUDOS have been designing and manufacturing 

high quality showering solutions from our factories in the beautiful 

Lake District and in Coleraine, close to the stunning NI coast and the 

inspiring Giants Causeway.

During this time we have built an enviable reputation for producing 

innovative, precision engineered Shower Doors, Enclosures, Screens, 

Shower Trays and Wet-Room Systems that deliver the very best in 

functionality, performance and value each covered by the KUDOS 

lifetime guarantee*.

Available through specialist bathroom retail showrooms and backed 

by our nationwide in-house retail support team to provide complete 

confidence and peace of mind.

Great British Showering Solutions

* See website for details.
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ContentsChoosing the right shower tray is likely to be the most 

important decision you will make in the selection of 

products for your new bathroom.

Most bathroom fittings can easily be removed and repaired or 

replaced if a fault develops, but with the tray, once installed problems 

often becomes a major issue. Not only do you have to remove the 

enclosure but also tiles on floors and walls are likely to need replacing 

and there is potentail for damage to floors and ceilings.

All Kudos shower trays are covered by our lifetime guarantee against 

faulty materials and workmanship and, if correctly installed and 

maintained, will not only provide you with a stunning looking product 

but also the comfort of knowing that your shower is built on a British 

made product from a company with a reputation for quality and 

value.

Choose either Kstone or the stunning and unique connect2 tray in 

either high Gloss finish or the new SR Slip, Scratch & Stain resistant 

finish and give your shower the perfect foundation.

Shower Tray Collection

Connect

Kstone

The bases for a great shower

Standard High Gloss Finish
Featuring acrylic capped abs material to give a pristine high gloss finish 

supported by resin bonded stone filler to provide stability.

SR Slip, Stain & Scratch Resistant Finish

Kudos  SR trays feature a textured acrylic surface embedded with slip 

resistant additives to provide a safer showering environment with the 

added benefits of increased scratch and stain resistance to maintain a  

“like new” appearence.

Connect2
The stunning looking Connect2 is a uniquely designed shower tray 

featuring two offset waste positions that ensures an obstruction free 

connection.

Kstone
KUDOS Kstone trays are made from the highest quality materials with a 

structural resin bonded stone filler to provide incredible stability.

Flexi-Seal
Flexi-Seal uses a combination of durable flexible rubber with a waterproof 

butyl based adhesive to give maximum protection where the shower tray 

meets the wall.
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Manufactured in our Kudos UK based factories and covered by a lifetime guarantee, 

all our trays are made from the highest quality materials. These include an acrylic 

capped ABS skin, which provides a superb high gloss finish that is durable as well 

as being resistant to impact damage and staining. The structural resin bonded stone 

filler provides incredible stability. Available in both Kstone and Connect2 options in a 

wide variety of shapes and sizes.

High Gloss Shower Trays

Great British 
Showering Solutions



Safety at heart. 
Reliability at its core.
KUDOS  SR Trays all feature a new textured anti-slip surface which exceeds all current EU standards for 

barefoot bathing and unlike many other anti-slip trays, is comfortable underfoot and is easy to clean. The 

attractive textured surface offers a high degree of scratch and stain resistance, maintaining its appearance 

for years to come.

Slip, Scratch & Stain Resistant Shower Trays
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Slip Resistant 

All KUDOS  SR Trays feature the latest development in surface material which exceeds all EU standards for 

barefoot bathing. The slip resistant properties are embedded in the material, rather than a coating on the 

surface, which means it cannot be removed and is comfortable to stand on.

Scratch Resistant

The textured surface of all KUDOS SR Trays provide a high level of scratch resistance ensuring that your 

tray maintains a pristine appearance throughout its lifetime.

Stain Resistant

KUDOS SR Trays also provide a high level of stain resistance. They are easy to clean, requiring no 

special attention..



35mm

Designed, developed and manufactured in the UK by Kudos, the UK’s leading supplier of innovative showering 
solutions. The stunning looking Connect2 is a uniquely designed shower tray featuring two offset waste 

positions that ensures an obstruction free connection.

The attractive low profile Connect2 tray will never let a joist get in your way again thanks to the unique offset 
dual waste outlet. Whether square, rectangular or the new quadrant - whatever the size, the Connect2 tray will 

allow you to connect the waste fitting without the need to reposition joists or raise the tray onto a plinth.

connect2



Features

connect2

+   Available in both High Gloss and SR slip, scratch, stain 
resistant finish 

+   Unique design avoids the need to cut joists or lift the tray 
onto a plinth

+   Guaranteed to work with all standard joist sizes and spans

+   Structural resin bonded stone filler for increased stability

+   Super slim  at only 35mm high

+   The reinforced colour matched waste cover is magnetically 
secured, comfortable underfoot and is easily removed for 
cleaning

+   Supplied with a dedicated high flow waste, rated to 35 litres 
per minute

+   Covered by the KUDOS Lifetime Guarantee.



A revolution in shower tray design

The unique design of the Connect2 tray ensures 
obstruction free waste connection irrespective of joist 

position or direction.

Connect2 trays are supplied with a high flow waste and a 
blanking plug secured with solvent weld (not supplied) to 

block the unused waste hole.

Connect2 trays are supplied with a stylish colour 
matched linear waste cover, magnetically secured and 

reinforced for comfort and stability underfoot.

Whether square, rectangular or the new quadrant - whatever the size, the connect2 tray will allow you 
to connect the waste fitting without the need to reposition joists or raise the tray onto a plinth.

Where joists run parallel to the width of the tray,  
at least one hole will always be clear.

Where joists run parallel to the length of the tray and both holes 
are obstructed, simply turn the tray 180°. The unique offset 

position will ensure both will become free.

With the unique connect2 design even Quadrant and the Kudos 
unique Full Curve shape trays has the ability to avoid joists.



Square & Rectangular shower trays

Quadrant & Full Curve shower trays

Position of waste holes relative to the centre of each tray.
All sizes: A - 95mm    B - 100mm

Position of waste holes in relation to the 90° angle corner.
All sizes: A - 336mm    B - 142mm    C - 275mm

A A

B B

B

B

A

A

C

Waste locations

*  When ordering Slip Resistant option, please add suffix SR to product code.

** Please add LH or RH to the product code to indicate left or right handing. 

†  Connect2 Curved Trays are product specific and are only suitable for use with Kudos Original Classic. Original6 and Infinite 
curved enclosures. 

Size (Length x Width) Product Code**
Standard High Gloss 

Price inc. VAT
SR (Slip Resistant) 

Price inc. VAT

800mm x 800mm C2T80 £209 £240

900mm x 900mm C2T90 £226 £255

1000mm x 800mm C2T10080 £242 £280

1000mm x 900mm C2T10090 £254 £290

1200mm x 800mm C2T12080 £264 £300

1200mm x 900mm C2T12090 £276 £315

1400mm x 800mm C2T14080 £331 £370

1400mm x 900mm C2T14090 £342 £380

1500mm x 800mm C2T15080 £342 £380

1500mm x 900mm C2T15090 £353 £390

1600mm x 800mm C2T16080 £353 £390

1700mm x 800mm C2T17080 £374 £415

900mm x 900mm Quadrant C2T90Q £254 £295

1200mm x 900mm Quadrant** C2TQ12090 £297 £335

Product Specific Trays †

Curved 910mm C2T91C £254 £295

Offset Curved 
1000mm x 810mm**

C2T10081C £254 £295
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Prices include hi flow waste and trap

connect2
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45mm

Manufactured in our own UK factories and covered by a lifetime guarantee, Kstone trays are made from the highest quality 
materials with a structural resin bonded stone filler to provide incredible stability.

Kstone shower trays are available in rectangular, square, quadrant and offset quadrant shapes - in a wide range of sizes.

Kstone

STAIN- 
RESISTANT

SCRATCH- 
RESISTANT

MADE IN 
BRITAIN

SLIP- 
RESISTANT

LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE*



Kstone
Features

+   Available in both High Gloss and SR slip, scratch, stain 
resistant finish 

+   Slim design at only 45mm high

+  Structured resin bonded stone filler for increased stability

+  Suitable for 90mm waste (supplied separately)

+  Extensive range of shapes and sizes available

+   Covered by the KUDOS Lifetime Guarantee.



Size (Length x Width)
Waste 

Position
Product 

Code
Price 

inc. VAT
SR (Slip Resistant)* 

Price inc. VAT

760mm x 760mm KS76 £122 £148

800mm x 800mm KS80 £134 £158 

900mm x 900mm KS90 £154 £178

1000mm x 1000mm KS100 £177 £218 

900mm x 700mm KS9070 £147 £170

900mm x 760mm KS9076 £152 £175

900mm x 800mm KS9080 £157 £185

1000mm x 700mm KS10070 £157 £185

1000mm x 760mm KS10076 £161 £190

1000mm x 800mm KS10080 £165 £195

1000mm x 900mm KS10090 £170 £200

1100mm x 700mm KS11070 £170 £200

1100mm x 760mm KS11076 £177 £205

1100mm x 800mm KS11080 £181 £210

1100mm x 900mm KS11090 £184 £215

1200mm x 700mm KS12070 £184 £215

1200mm x 760mm KS12076 £188 £220

1200mm x 800mm KS12080 £190 £225

1200mm x 900mm KS12090 £198 £230

1400mm x 700mm KS14070 £260 £290

1400mm x 800mm KS14080 £263 £295

1400mm x 900mm KS14090 £269 £305

Size (Length x Width)
Waste 

Position
Product 

Code
Price 

inc. VAT
SR (Slip Resistant)* 

Price inc. VAT

1500mm x 700mm KS15070 £269 £305

1500mm x 800mm KS15080 £275 £315

1500mm x 900mm KS15090 £278 £325

1600mm x 700mm KS16070 £281 £325

1600mm x 800mm KS16080 £288 £335

1600mm x 900mm KS16090 £294 £345

1700mm x 700mm KS17070 £298 £345

1700mm x 800mm KS17080 £306 £355

1700mm x 900mm KS17090 £313 £365

800mm x 800mm KSQ80 £132 £158

900mm x 900mm KSQ90 £152 £178

1000mm x 1000mm KSQ100 £172 £198

900mm x 760mm L R KSQ9076 £152 £170

900mm x 800mm L R KSQ9080 £155 £180

1000mm x 800mm L R KSQ10080 £161 £190

1000mm x 900mm L R KSQ10090 £166 £200

1200mm x 800mm L R KSQ12080 £172 £205

1200mm x 900mm L R KSQ12090 £178 £210

When ordering Slip Resistant option, please add suffix SR to product code.

Note: New sizes are being introduced. Contact us for up-to-date information.
**Please add LH or RH to the product code to indicate left or right handing.

All Prices exclude waste
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Kstone



for a perfect, watertight finish.
Flexi-Seal fits between the edge of the tray and any abutting wall. It provides a 
flexible seal behind the tiles or wall panels avoiding any issues caused by potential 
grout or silicone failure.

Flexi-Seal uses a combination of durable flexible rubber with a waterproof butyl 
based adhesive to give maximum protection where the shower tray meets the 
wall.

As the rubber is flexible, it will maintain a watertight seal whilst allowing for a 
certain amount of movement that is inevitable, particularly in new builds.

Products Code Price

Flexi-Seal 2m KFS2 £28

Flexi-Seal 3m KFS3 £42

Flexi-Seal 4m KFS4 £55
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e.g. 1400mm x 800mm   A = 700mm   B = 160mm

Kstone Shower Tray Waste Locations

A

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

Corner Location, Square & Rectangular A B

900mm x 900mm 140mm 140mm

1000mm x 900mm 155mm 155mm

1100mm x 900mm 155mm 155mm

All Other Sizes 150mm 150mm

Quadrant with corner waste location A B

800mm x 800mm Quadrant 150mm 150mm

1000mm x 1000mm Quadrant 135mm 135mm

900mm x 760mm Offset Quadrant 145mm 145mm

900mm x 800mm Offset Quadrant) 145mm 145mm

Quadrant with centre waste location A B

900mm x 900mm Quadrant 645mm 645mm

1000mm x 800mm Offset Quadrant 732mm 532mm

1000mm x 900mm Offset Quadrant 732mm 632mm

1200mm x 800mm Offset Quadrant 925mm 525mm

1200mm x 900mm Offset Quadrant 925mm 625mm

Centre Location, Rectangular A B

All Sizes Centre 
of tray 160mm
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Also by

ultimate
Stylishly minimalist and modern, yet classically 

elegant, Kudos ultimate walk-in enclosures 

compliment and enhance every style of 

bathroom design, so give your home the kudos 

it deserves and step into showering luxury.

pinnacle8
The pinnacle8 is a range of shower 

enclosures that represents new heights 

in shower door design, characterised by a 

minimalist cut out finger pull and easy fit 

wall posts with concealed fixings.

originalclasssic

Often imitated, seldom matched, but never 

surpassed, Kudos original classic doors and 

enclosures have set the standard in showering 

excellence, with superb engineering, design 

and unbeatable value.

aqua4ma
There is no doubt that a fully tiled wet-floor 

extending into the shower area creates 

a stunning look, but appearances can be 

deceptive and its what’s lying beneath the 

surface that counts.

original6
With numerous enhanced features Original6 

shower doors are individually hand built to 

exacting standards and are manufactured with 

the same attention to detail synonymous with 

the Kudos brand.

inspire
Over-bath showering has long been 

considered a compromise of practicality over 

style and performance, but not anymore. 

The bath screen collection by Kudos makes 

no such compromise

In addition to shower trays we also manufacture a wide range of Shower Panels for walk-in enclosures, shower doors, bath screens  

and wet-room systems.

All manufactured in the U.K to the same high quality standards, using the finest materials, by dedicated and skilled professionals

Scan the QR code to download brochures to your phone, tablet or visit our website www.kudosshowers.co.uk for more information 



www.kudosshowers.co.uk



Kudos Shower Products Ltd

Elmsfield Park, Holme

Cumbria LA6 1RJ

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0)15395 64040

Fax: +44 (0)15395 64141

Email: sales@kudosshowers.co.uk

www.kudosshowers.co.uk

01 21


